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Tangoe One Cloud IaaS for
Mid-Enterprise
No matter the size of your organization, cloud
costs, consumption and security risks continue
to grow. You need to be prepared to handle
the challenges that come with implementing
applications like AWS, MS Azure and Google
Cloud so that your investment doesn’t outpace
business growth. Through the Tangoe One
Cloud IaaS solution, we help enterprises of
all sizes gain visibility and control over their
infrastructure, identify cost savings, free up
IT resources and operationalize their cloud
migration efficiently in order to achieve their
digital transformation goals

What does Tangoe’s Cloud IaaS solution do for you?
Building upon decades of experience in expense management, Tangoe’s allows you to manage,
track, analyze and optimize all cloud infrastructure expenses, assets and usage in one easy-tonavigate application. Gain full control and visibility over your multi-cloud technology stack, allocate and
chargeback costs tagged to the right cost center, understand usage spikes, and unleash the power of AI
optimization to reveal instant cost saving opportunities based on over 500,000 different pricing schemas.
We don’t just show you dashboards. We provide actionable insights you can implement right away.

SIMPLIFY

MANAGE

OPTIMIZE

SECURE

Simplify your cloud
infrastructure with essential
tools that eliminate manual
tasks. With embeded
automated workﬂows, client
driven business rules, and
standardized data you can
easily link all IaaS expenses
to the appropriate assets and
cost centers.

Manage IaaS efficiently
with customized reporting,
analytics and daily alerts to
help you respond to potential
concerns. Proactively identify
trends, gaps in tracking
utilization, forecasting, and
more. Gain complete visibility
and control to achieve
successful outcomes with
speed and accuracy.

Optimize your IaaS
spend and resources by
getting instant, automated
cost savings and
recommendations that will
help you scale or right-size
your business, allocate
resources, and get the
most value from your IaaS
investments.

Secure your cloud
ecosystem with strict
governance protocols to
strengthen compliance
and security, eliminate
overspending and protect
your business and
intellectual properties.
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IaaS Cloud expense management &
optimization done right.
Invoice Processing

Inventory Analysis

Expense Management

Automated, customized, on-time
invoice acquisition, validation,
approval and tagging workﬂows to
avoid late fees.

View and analyze all billed
cloud IaaS assets in one central
location across vendors.

Cost allocation, chargebacks, AP/
GL integration, account tracking and
reporting of spend delivered daily..

Notiﬁcations & Monitoring

Direct API Integrations
with IaaS Vendors

Powerful Reporting &
Analytics

Tangoe Iaas Cloud solution allows you
to integrate directly with AWS, Azure,
GCP, and Oracle to automatically pull
data daily. Stay current and have the
ability to control and enrich the data of
your customer’s speciﬁc ﬁnancial and
visibility rules.

Advanced, near real-time, ondemand and customized reporting
for authorized users that drills down
to every detail, providing visibility
into your IaaS expenses, assets
and usage in one platform, allowing
you to get as granular or high-level
reporting as necessary.

Instant notiﬁcations based on
established usage or spend threshold
overages for proactive action and
continuous monitoring

Bundled Solutions
Tangoe One CEM

Standard

Business

Inventory Analysis

X

X

Invoice Management

X

X

Expense Management - AP/GL File Integration

X

X

Optimization, Usage & Cost Allocation

X

X

Basic Reports

X

X

Dynamic Reports

X

Tangoe Analytics

X

About Tangoe
Tangoe is the leading technology expense and asset management solution. Tangoe seamlessly integrates with hundreds of
providers globally to deliver automated processes, reporting and insights that simplify, manage and optimize expense and inventory
management for enterprises of all sizes and scales.
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